INQUIRIES FOR NHDOC RFP 09-15-GFMED ON-SITE OPTOMETRY SERVICES

July 6, 2009

Inquiries from Jeff Lose, Institutional Eye Care dated 7/2/09

Section 1.5.10 would like to add:

1.5.10.5 phoropter or auto-refractor with supporting portable equipment to perform refractions consistent with the community standard of care.

The NHDOC agrees to language as follows:

1.5.10.4. complete Trial Lens Set (corrective curve) or phoropter or auto-refractor with supporting portable equipment for accurate acuity consideration and prescription justification.

Section 1.5.10 would like to add:

1.5.10.6 ophthalmoscope(s) and ancillary equipment necessary to perform dilated and non-dilated fundus exams.

The NHDOC agrees to language as follows:

1.5.10.5. ophthalmoscope(s) and ancillary equipment necessary to perform dilated and non-dilated funds exams.